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Abstract 

This thesis focuses on two issues preventing software reviews from providing the 

expected effect. The first issue is low review quality, which results in that software 

review materials include overlooked defects. The second issue is context-dependent 

defects, which could not be considered as defects and turn out to be defects in the 

subsequent software development activities. 

For the first issue, this thesis proposes a metric, the number of questions and 

discussions, which identifies concerns in software reviews. First, I defined an effective 

question, which identifies concerns. Then, I defined detailed software review processes 

(identifying, sharing, and recording processes), which capture how concerns identified 

by effective questions were shared and defects were documented. I conducted a case 

study with 25 projects in industry to investigate the impact of the number of effective 

questions, which identified concerns, on the number of detected defects in subsequent 

testing. The results of a multiple regression analysis showed that the number of effective 

questions predicted the number of defects in subsequent testing at the significance level 

of 0.05.  

For the second issue (context-dependent issue), this thesis conducted a case study 

to investigate which type of defects could be regarded as context-dependent defects. 

Specifically, I analyzed defects that required significant correction effort in a simulation 

control software system development. The results of the case study showed that the 

defects were ambiguity defects (context-dependent defects) injected by 

misunderstandings and inconsistencies among stakeholders during interpreting 

requirements and specifying design documents. The ambiguities of the specifications are 
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found in the definitions of distance, time (time zone), and calculation accuracy. These 

cause inconsistencies among the implementations and errors in the control simulation 

execution results. Based on the analysis, I propose a low-effort defect prevention 

approach clearly defining the units to avoid such ambiguities. I evaluated the approach 

and estimated the expected effort reduction in the target control simulation software 

system development. 

Additionally, this thesis proposes a software review method to detect context-

dependent defects by generalizing the ambiguity defects identified in the simulation 

control software system case study. The proposed method can help reviewers detect 

omissions or ambiguities in requirements caused by design context. Some software 

requirements are omitted or ambiguous depending on the design context, although these 

requirements would not necessarily be regarded as omitted or ambiguous when viewed 

as requirements alone. The design context sometimes causes inconsistencies among 

implementations that realize the same requirement. The proposed method defines goal-

oriented check items for design review using a goal tree obtained by goal-oriented 

requirements analysis. Reviewers use the goal-oriented check items to detect 

inconsistent implementations that realize the same requirement. This thesis also 

evaluates the proposed method through a case study. The results of the case study 

showed that the proposed method defined five goal-oriented check items and that 

reviewers detected 24 context-dependent defects with goal-oriented check items. The 

results also showed that the sum of the estimated additional effort to define goal-oriented 

check items and perform design reviews with goal-oriented check items was 19.6 

person-hours. Furthermore, the results showed that an engineer with general skills and 

knowledge of software development but without system-specific skills and knowledge 

could define a goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items. 
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1. Introduction 

As software products have become an essential part of everyday life, defects in released 

software are becoming a more serious issue. To prevent such defects in released software, 

software development teams should detect and correct as many defects as possible 

within the software development process. Software development processes comprise 

several operations to deliver a product, which includes: requirements analysis (eliciting 

requirements), software architectural design (developing top-level structure, 

organization of the software, and identifying components), coding (writing source code), 

testing (evaluating the program and fixing detected defects), and maintenance 

(modifying existing software while preserving its integrity) [1], [2]. Software defects 

should be detected and corrected within the injected software development process or 

the process after the injection as earlier as possible because detecting and correcting 

software defects earlier can reduce correction efforts [3], [4]. A previous survey of 169 

large software projects reported that changes in the maintenance process were roughly 

100 times more costly than in the specification process [3], [5]. 

Software review is a static analysis technique aimed at early defect detection [6-

11]. It is also one of the most effective evaluation quality assurance techniques [12-15]. 

Reviewers manually check materials (documents and source code) in this development 

activity to ensure no defects remain [16]. Specifically, reviewers point out and discuss 

potential defects, the authors and reviewers verify whether the identified defects are true 

defects, and decide which ones require action, including correction. 

Early defect detection in software review reduces defect correction effort compared 

to defect detection techniques available after the coding process (e.g., source code 
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analysis, runtime checking, and testing). Software review can be performed on 

intermediate artifacts before the coding process. Fagan and Davis reported that while 

defects detected in software reviews formed 82% of all defects detected in entire 

development processes, software reviews consumed approximately 15% of development 

resources, thereby reducing defect correction efforts by more than 25% [6], [17]. 

Guided reviews provide one approach to enhance effectiveness in software reviews. 

Guided reviews help reviewers comprehensively detect severe defects, including 

omissions or ambiguities, by providing detailed instructions, procedures, and hints. 

Many studies have reported on the effectiveness of guided reviews [9], [11], [18-25]. 

Typical guided review techniques are checklist-based reading (CBR) [6], perspective-

based reading (PBR) [21], defect-based reading (DBR) [20], usage-based reading (UBR) 

[22], and traceability-based reading [26]. CBR is a reading technique in which reviewers 

use a list of questions to help understand what defects to examine [23]. PBR [18], [27], 

[28] is a scenario-based reading (SBR) [20] that defines the perspectives of the 

stakeholders and assigns the perspectives to reviewers. DBR is an SBR that focuses on 

detecting specific types of defects [20], [23]. UBR prioritizes the use cases and detects 

the most critical defects in target materials along with prioritized use cases [23], [26]. 

Software review cannot always provide the expected effect. Although several 

software review metrics, including the number of detected defects and the effort to 

perform the review, have been proposed to judge whether reviews provide the expected 

effect, these metrics are insufficient to capture review quality. For example, although 

testing can evaluate target program quality by the number of failed and passed test cases 

from the test results, such clear metrics from software review results have not been 

proposed. Furthermore, existing models and techniques, which use existing review 

metrics, including the fault-prone module prediction [29] and the capture-recapture 

model [30-32], have been insufficient to capture review quality. 
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Some definitions or descriptions can be ambiguous depending on the decisions in 

subsequent development processes, although the definitions or descriptions would not 

necessarily be ambiguous without the decisions. Guided reviews do not refer to such 

ambiguities nor assume that reviewers detect such ambiguity defects with the guides. 

One example of ambiguity defects is the incident involving the Mars rover. The Mars 

Climate Orbiter lost communication just before arriving on Mars in 1999 [33]. 

According to the report, the lost communication was caused by a misunderstanding 

between the pound-force second and newton-second units among developers, which 

should have been detected during software requirements analysis reviews and software 

architectural design reviews. Nevertheless, it was not detected during the reviews and 

subsequent testing because the developers interpreted the same terminology differently. 

This thesis focuses on two issues preventing software reviews from providing the 

expected effect. First, software review materials include overlooked defects when 

software reviews cannot detect defects sufficiently (low review quality). One reason for 

insufficient software reviews is that the discussions, questions, and answers during 

software reviews missed the point. Another reason is that the review time to detect 

appropriate defects is insufficient. Capturing such insufficient software reviews is 

difficult using existing software review metrics, including the number of detected 

defects and effort to perform the review. Second, context-dependent defects which are 

not considered as defects during reviews but turn out to be defects in subsequent software 

development activities. Although these requirements are not necessarily ambiguous 

when viewed as requirements alone, some are ambiguous depending on the design 

context. Hence, ambiguities in requirements may be identified as two or more different 

implementations realize the same requirement. Consequently, each implementation can 

be adequately implemented for the requirement, but the implementations are not always 

consistent with one another. 

For the first issue (low review quality), this thesis proposes a new metric to assess 

whether software reviews are performed properly. Reviewers can evaluate software 
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review quality more precisely, using the proposed metric and the existing software 

review metrics. The proposed metric can also help a project manager (review leader) 

identify an insufficient software review, which has two benefits: first, it reveals that the 

project manager should plan additional software reviews with expert reviewers. Second, 

it highlights the need for more resources to conduct subsequent testing. 

For the second issue (context-dependent defects), this thesis first conducts a case 

study to analyze context-dependent defects that require significant correction effort. The 

results of the case study found focusing on essential data definitions could have 

prevented a kind of context-dependent defects in the case study. Subsequently, by 

generalizing the focus on the essential data to the goals of the software, a software review 

method is proposed to detect context-dependent defects, referring to the goals of the 

software identified in the requirements. The proposed method selectively detects 

ambiguity defects requiring significant correction efforts among many ambiguity defects.  

This thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the new metric to assess 

whether software reviews are appropriately performed. Section 3 conducts the case study 

to analyze omissions or ambiguities in requirements depending on the design context. 

Section 3 also proposes an approach to prevent omission or ambiguity defects. The 

proposed method generalized from the approach for the case study is described in 

Section 4. Section 5 summarizes the thesis. 
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2. A Metric for Questions and 

Discussions Identifying 

Concerns in Software Reviews 

2.1   Introduction 

In software reviews, reviewers not only detect defects but also ensure that the software 

review material is free of concerns about potential defects by asking questions and 

engaging in discussions, because the concerns may cause defects [34], [35]. A study 

which analyzed utterances during software reviews [36] reported that 60–70% of the 

conversations consisted of “informing” and “clarification.” Other studies [37], [38] 

reported that reviewers spend 38% of the review time verifying, justifying, or rejecting 

potential defects and concerns. A study on code review effectiveness [39] reported that 

code review comments included questions, and these questions helped reviewers detect 

defects. In the case where a concern identified by a question is applicable to the software 

review material during the subsequent discussion, the concern and applicable locations 

are specified as a defect. On the other hand, in the case where a concern is not applicable 

to the software review material, it is discarded or recorded as a false-positive defect. For 

example, in a code review, a concern may be identified by the question, “Is it intentional 

that one of the parameters passed to the function is not used?” Then, the subsequent 

answers and discussions enable the reviewers and authors to find that the source code 

statements using the parameter passed to the function are omitted. In this case, the 

concern “the implementation using the parameter passed to the function may be omitted” 
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identified by the question and the discussion reveals a defect: “the implementation using 

the parameter passed to the function is omitted.” On the other hand, if the parameter 

passed to the function is designed for compatibility with older versions and is not used 

intentionally, the concern is not applicable and will not identify a defect. Although this 

kind of question and discussion may lead to defect detections, its effectiveness and the 

detailed process have yet to be investigated. 

Concerns identified by questions and discussions cannot be directly extracted from 

defects in a defect list after software reviews because the defects include defects directly 

detected by reviewers and defects found by examining concerns. Furthermore, some 

concerns are discarded or recorded as false-positive defects if they are not applicable to 

the software review materials. Although some studies have used objective indicators 

such as the number of detected defects to assess whether software reviews are performed 

properly [31], [32], [40], such metrics only include the number of defects directly 

detected by reviewers and defects found by concerns, which are applicable to the 

software review material. 

The number of questions identifying concerns can be an indicator of effective 

software reviews. Some studies have demonstrated that the number of questions 

identifying concerns is an indicator of effective software reviews. One study evaluated 

the percentage of interrogative sentences in each review comment as a metric for code 

review quality [41]. Another study defined a new metric, Issue Density, to estimate the 

code review quality [39]. However, neither study evaluated the relationship between the 

quality of review and the quality in subsequent testing. 

This section proposes a metric, the number of effective questions which identify 

concerns in software reviews. First, I defined effective questions and the processes by 

which effective questions are recognized and recorded as defects as well as the 

categories for true and false-positive defects. Then, I surveyed previous studies 

according to the defined process and defect categories to investigate whether defects are 
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distinguished defects directly detected from those found by concerns according to the 

defined processes and categories. Furthermore, I implemented a case study, which 

involved 25 projects in industry, to investigate the effectiveness of effective questions 

in software reviews. The metrics in the case study include the number of effective 

questions that identify concerns, number of defects detected, and number of defects 

detected in subsequent testing. I performed multiple regression analysis for these metrics 

to evaluate the effectiveness of questions and discussions in software reviews. The 

research question is formulated as the following. 

RQ: Does the number of effective questions in a software review affect the quality of 

subsequent testing? 

2.2   Effective Questions in Software Reviews 

2.2.1  Definition 

I define effective questions to distinguish between questions, which identify concerns 

about potential defects from those that clarify and understand the software review 

material, because questions and subsequent discussions in software reviews cover 

diverse topics such as exchanging opinions on defects, evaluating the value, clarifying 

solutions, and rejecting hypotheses [37], [38]. Software reviews can be categorized as 

synchronous, such as a face-to-face meeting, or asynchronous, such as sending and 

receiving defect descriptions via a review support tool [42-44]. In synchronous reviews, 

reviewers share potential defects and ask effective questions in a review meeting. In 

asynchronous reviews, reviewers share potential defects and ask effective questions 

using review support tools. Figure 2.1 shows the relationships among concern, question, 

and defect. Table 2.1 shows the definitions of the terms. 
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Figure 2.1  Class diagram of concern, question, and defect. 
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Table 2.1  Definitions of terms. 

 

A set of questions (U) consists of a set of effective questions (Diq) and a set of non-

effective questions (N). I assume that a defect can be specified with a concern and its 

locations in the software review material. The discussions following the effective 

questions (Diq) verify the concern and determine the locations applicable to the concern. 

Thus, if a concern identified by an effective question is judged to apply to the software 

review material through discussions, the locations of concern can be determined. On the 

other hand, if a concern is not judged to apply to the software review material through 

discussions, no location is determined. Thus, the concern does not lead to specifying 

Category and term Description 

Reviewer A reviewer is a person who checks materials (documents and source 
code) manually in a software review, asks questions, or points out 
potential defects. 

Concern A concern is a potential cause of a defect. If the concern applies to the 
review material, the defect will be identified with its location. In 
software reviews, reviewers ensure that the software review material is 
free of concerns about potential defects by asking questions and 
engaging in discussions, because the concerns may cause defects. 

Question Effective 
question 

An effective question is a question clarifying whether the concern 
applies to the review materials. If a reviewer asks an effective 
question, the other reviewers verify the concern and try to determine 
the locations applicable to the concern. 

Non-
effective 
question 

A non-effective question is a question without any concern. 

Defect Potential 
defect 

A potential defect is a defect identified and pointed out by a reviewer 
without effective questions. The other reviewers verify the potential 
defect to judge whether it is a true defect or a false-positive defect. 

True defect A true defect is a defect that was judged to require action, including 
correction. A true defect can be found by an effective question or a 
potential defect.  

False-
positive 
defect 

A false-positive defect is an incorrect defect (mistakenly regarded as a 
defect) or is a concern identified by an effective question and not 
applying to any part of the review materials.  
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(finding) a defect. Namely, a set of effective questions (Diq) consists of a set of effective 

questions identifying concerns with locations that apply to the concerns (Diql) and a set 

of effective questions without applicable locations that apply to the concerns (Diqn). 

Figure 2.2 shows the flowchart for categorizing effective questions and determining true 

or false-positive defects identified and specified by effective questions. The first and 

second branches categorize effective questions. As indicated by the second branch in 

Figure 2.2, if reviewers do not attempt to find the applicable locations for the concern 

identified by the question, then it is considered to be a non-effective question. An 

example of a non-effective question without a concern is “What time does this review 

 

Figure 2.2 Flowchart to categorize effective questions and distinguish between true and 

false-positive defects identified and specified by effective questions. 

No (N)

Yes (Diq)

Does the question include concern?

Reviewer asks a question. 

Start

No (Diqn)

Yes (Diql)

Reviewer reports the concern and locations 

identified by the effective question as the 

defect.

Reviewer discards the concern or reports the 

concern identified by the effective question as 

the false-positive defect.

Can the locations of the concern be 

determined?

End

Do the reviewers try to find 

applicable locations to the concern 

identified by the effective question?

Yes

No (N)

(U)
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meeting end?” An example of a non-effective question for the reviewer’s self-

understanding is “Which chapter defines the glossary?” 

Reviewers ask an effective question when they cannot specify locations for 

concerns or when they are unable to expend effort to check and find locations of 

concerns. Figure 2.3 shows an example of an effective question. An example is the 

question (∈ U), “Does the interrupt program change the value of the global variable x? 

If yes, the assigned value and reference value are not consistent.” This identifies a 

concern that the global variable x can be overwritten by the interrupt program. If the 

interrupt program, which changes the global variable x, can be executed during the 

assignment and reference, the concern applies to the software review material (source 

code A in Figure 2.3). The locations are where the interrupt program changes the value 

of the global variable x or the omitted place (description), disabling the interrupt. Then, 

the defect (∈ Dst) “The value of the global variable x may not be consistent because the 

interrupt program can change the value, and disabling the interrupt programs is omitted.” 

is detected by the effective question, identifying the concern applicable to locations (∈ 

Diql). In the case where a concern identified by an effective question applies to the 

software review material, the defect is recorded as a true defect (∈ Drt). If a concern does 

not apply to the software review material (source code B in Figure 2.3), the concern is 

discarded or recorded as a false-positive defect (∈ Drf) detected by the effective question 

identifying the concern without applicable locations (∈ Diqn), depending on the recording 

policy. 

The number of effective questions identifying concerns can be an indicator of 

effective software reviews. Furthermore, reviewers are expected to directly detect 

defects, and they then have confidence to ask effective questions. The proportion of the 

number of effective questions to the number of directly detected defects should be 

measured because available time and effort for the software reviews are limited. If the 

proportion of the number of detected defects to the number of effective questions is 

larger, time and effort for asking questions are likely to be limited. 
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Figure 2.3 An example of an effective question, which shows true or false-positive 

defects from an effective question. 

2.2.2  Defect Category and Effective Questions in Software 

Review Process 

Although reviewers present potential defects and ask effective questions in both 

synchronous and asynchronous reviews, their processes differ. 

In synchronous reviews, reviewers present potential defects verbally and ask 

effective questions during a software review. According to Fagan, a software review 

consists of overview, preparation, review, rework, and follow-up processes [6]. In the 

software review process, a reviewer presents potential defects and asks effective 

Reviewer

“Does the interrupt program

change the value of the

global variable x?”

“The value of the global variable 

x can be overwritten by the 

interrupt program.”

Concern

Effective question

“The value of the global variable x

may not be consistent because the

interrupt program can change the

value of the global variable x, and

disabling the interrupt programs is

omitted.”

Defect

“The value of the global variable x is

consistent because the interrupt

program does not change the value of

the global variable x.”

False-positive defect
Main program

int x, y, z;

int main(void){

x = func1();

y = func2();

x += (x + y) / 2;

func3(x, y);

}

Source code B

Interrupt program

void interrupt(){

z++;

if(z == 60){

z = 0;

}

}

Source code A

Interrupt program

void interrupt(){

x++;

if(x == 60){

x = 0;

}

}

Main program

int x, y, z;

int main(void){

x = func1();

y = func2();

x += (x + y) / 2;

func3(x, y);

}

Check

The interrupt program changes the value of the global variable x.

The interrupt program does not change the value of the global 

variable x.

Check

Report

Report 

or 

discard

Ask
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questions. Then, the authors respond. If necessary, the potential defects and concerns 

identified by the effective questions are further discussed [6], [45]. 

In asynchronous reviews (non-meeting-based approaches [44]), a reviewer denotes 

potential defects and effective questions, which are sent to the authors and other 

reviewers via a review support tool. After the authors answer the effective questions, the 

authors and reviewers discuss the concerns identified by the effective questions and 

answers using the tool. In asynchronous patch reviews, a fix proposal (a code patch) may 

be sent with a potential defect [46], [47]. 

Both synchronous and asynchronous reviews include the following identifying, 

sharing, and recording processes. 

- Identifying 

A reviewer checks the material and identifies potential defects. It is assumed that 

the reviewer thinks that the potential defects are true defects, as the reviewer does 

not want to share false-positive defects in software reviews. If the reviewer has a 

concern, they prepare effective questions, which will be asked in the sharing 

process. In asynchronous reviews, the reviewer inputs the potential defects and 

effective questions into the review support tool. 

- Sharing 

Each potential defect identified by the reviewers is shared, and whether it is a true 

or false-positive defect is evaluated. The authors and other reviewers answer the 

effective questions and discuss identified concerns to find applicable locations and 

ensure that no defect remains. Each potential defect or concern identified by 

effective questions is subsequently categorized as either a true defect or a false-

positive defect. 

- Recording 
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In synchronous reviews, the true defects judged in the sharing process are recorded. 

In some reviews, defects judged to be false positives in the sharing process are 

recorded, whereas in other reviews, they are discarded. In asynchronous reviews, 

potential defects and effective questions are already recorded in the identification 

process. Hence, potential defects and effective questions are categorized into true 

or false-positive defects. In addition, the defect descriptions may be updated, 

depending on the discussions in the sharing process. 

Figure 2.4 overviews the process to categorize potential defects and effective 

questions in the sharing process and how true and false-positive defects are recorded in 

the recording process. For synchronous reviews, reviewers identify potential defects 

(Did) and effective questions (Diq) in the identification process. Potential defects and 

effective questions are treated as the same type because both are identified by reviewers 

when checking the software review material. For synchronous reviews, reviewers 

explain potential defects and effective questions verbally. For asynchronous reviews, 

reviewers submit potential defects and effective questions in text. In the sharing process, 

the reviewers present Did and ask Diq, and then the authors and the other reviewers 

examine defects (Did) and concerns identified the by Diq. Finally, based on their 

discussion, the defects and concerns are categorized into true defects (Dst) and false-

positive defects (Dsf). In the sharing process, new potential defects and effective 

questions may be found. In this case, they are added to Did and Diq. In the recording 

process, each defect in Dst is recorded as true defects (Drt). Depending on the recording 

policy, some defects in false-positive defects (Dsf) are recorded as false-positive defects 

(Drf). After the recording process, defects in true defects (Drt) are corrected. 

For asynchronous reviews, reviewers identify potential defects (Did) and effective 

questions (Diq). Then, they input Did and Diq into a review support tool. In the sharing 

process, the reviewers send Did and Diq to the authors and other reviewers. After the 

authors and other reviewers understand Did and Diq, they answer the effective questions 
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(Diq) and discuss the concerns identified by Diq. In addition, they examine and judge 

whether the potential defects (Did) are true defects. 

Finally, the authors and the reviewers categorize Did and Diq into true defects (Dst) 

and false-positive defects (Dsf) based on the discussions. Effective questions (Diq) are 

categorized into effective questions identifying concerns with applicable locations (Diql) 

and effective questions identifying concerns without applicable locations (Diqn) 

depending on whether the concerns are applicable or not. In the recording process, true 

defects (Dst) are labeled or categorized as true defects (Drt). False-positive defects (Dsf) 

are labeled or categorized as false-positive defects Drf. Some of the defects in the false-

positive defects (Dsf) may be discarded in the recording process. After the recording 

process, true defects (Drt) are corrected. In the case where a code patch is attached to the 

true defects (Drt), the patches are merged.  

 

Figure 2.4 Defect categories in identifying, sharing, and recording process. 

Potential defects

Did

True defects

Dst

True defects

Drt

False-positive 

defects Dsf

Effective

questions 

Diq

Identifying Sharing Recording

False-positive 
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Figure 2.5 shows an example for the process and categories. In Figure 2.5, if the 

locations of concern are found through discussion, the author (reviewee) who knows the 

design intention answers, “The implementation using the parameter passed to the 

function is omitted.” On the other hand, if the locations of concern are not found through 

discussion, the author (reviewee) answers, “The parameter is designed for compatibility 

with older versions and is not used in the function intentionally.” 

 

Figure 2.5 An example for the process and categories which shows the categorization of 

effective questions according to the flowchart in Figure 2.2 and the process in Figure 

2.4. 

 

Reviewer

[Diq] “Is it intentional that one of the
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2.2.3  Literature Review 

I conducted a literature review to identify articles that describe concerns raised by 

effective questions, subsequent discussions, and categorization of true and false-positive 

defects according to the applicable concerns. Many studies categorized true defects [48-

50], but few studies categorized false-positive defects. Previous studies referring to 

software reviews in which false-positive defects were detected [16], [45], [50], [51] did 

not refer to the categories or details of false-positive defects. Articles [16], [52] excluded 

false-positive defects prior to defect analysis. Moreover, one study described that 

analysis and retrospect of software reviews used information of true defects as inputs 

[53]. Only the article [54] referred to the use of a question list. However, it did not 

describe the concerns identified by the questions. 

I investigated which processes and categories defined in Subsections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 

are referred to when true defects and false-positive defects are judged and recorded. 

Table 2.2 shows the result. The arrow (->) means the right side arises from the left side. 

True defects and false-positive defects were judged and recorded in different processes. 

Three articles [54-56] referred to defects in Did -> Dst. These articles described that the 

participants of the software reviews discussed whether the presented defects were true 

defects or not, and they categorized defects as true defects. One article [57] referred to 

defects categorized as Did -> Dsf. It described that the participants in the software reviews 

discussed whether the presented defects were false-positive or not prior to deciding they 

were false-positive defects. One article [58] referred to defects categorized as Did -> Dst, 

Dsf. The participants of the software reviews discussed whether the presented defects 

were false-positive defects or not, and they found both true and false-positive defects. 

One article [55] referred to defects categorized as Dst and Dsf. Another article [54] 

referred to defects categorized as Did -> Drf. One article [50] referred to defects 

categorized as Drf. 
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Table 2.2 Defect processes in previous studies. 

Categories Text referring the defect categories in the previous studies 

Did -> Dst To support decision making, discussants can also vote by rating any potential defect 
as true defect [54] 
Collated defects: the number of defects merged from individual findings to be 
discussed during the meeting. True defects: the number of defects for which 
consensus was reached during the meeting in considering them as true defects [55]. 
We used the information from the repair form and interviews with the author to 
classify each issue as a true defect (if the author was required to make an execution 
affecting change to resolve it) [56]. 

Did -> Dsf False positives are items reported by subjects as defects, when in fact no defect 
exists [57]. 

Did ->  
Dst, Dsf 

In addition to the instructions from the preparation phase, the instructions in the 
meeting phase were: 
use the individual inspection record and decide which are faults and which are false 
positives [58]. 

Dst True defects: the number of defects for which consensus was reached during the 
meeting in considering them as true defects [55]. 

Dsf Removed false positives: the number of defects for which consensus was reached 
during the meeting in considering them as not true defects, thus as false positives 
[55]. 

Did -> Drf In the Discrimination stage, discussion takes place asynchronously as in a 
discussion forum. When a consensus has been reached, the moderator can mark 
potential defects as false positives, thus removing them from the list that will go to 
the author for rework [54]. 

Drf False positives were issues that were identified in the meeting but that were 
discovered not to be defects either during the meeting or after. The decision 
whether a defect was a false positive was done by the code review team [50]. 

 

I investigated the definitions of false-positive defects to survey the categories for 

false-positive defects. Table 2.3 shows the definitions of false-positive defects, 

percentages of false-positive defects, and definitions of true defects for each article. No 

article categorized false-positive defects into incorrectly detected defects and concerns 

that are not applicable to the software review material. Eighteen articles described the 

definitions of both true and false-positive defects. No article described effective 

questions. One article [54] presented the format of a question list in a software review, 

but it did not refer to concerns identified by the questions in the question list. 
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Table 2.3 shows that not only the definitions of false positives but also those of true 

defects were inconsistent among the articles. Table 2.3 also shows the percentages of 

false-positive defects to the sum of true and false-positive defects. The percentages 

varied from 20% to 80%. More than half of the articles did not indicate the percentages 

or refer to the false-positive defects. Ten articles referred to categorizing detected defects 

into true and false-positive defects but did not report the percentages of the false-positive 

defects. Eight articles reported the percentages of detected false-positive defects. 

The results of the literature review showed that no article referred to questions and 

concerns that were categorized into true or false-positive defects. Additionally, no 

literature categorized true defects into defects directly detected and shared by a reviewer 

or those found by concerns identified by effective questions and subsequent discussions. 

Therefore, I investigated whether the number of questions identifying concerns leads to 

an indicator of effective software reviews and helps a project manager identify an 

insufficient software review. 
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Table 2.3 Definitions and percentages of false-positive defects. 

Arti
cle 

Definitions of false-positive defects Percentages 
of false-
positive 
defects 

Definitions of true defects 

 [16] False positives (issues raised as defects that are 
not actual defects) 
False positives, the number of invalid defects 
recorded by the group 

22% Defects, the total number of distinct, valid 
defects detected by a group 

 [45] False positives (issues raised as defects that are 
not actual defects) 

22% Actual defects 

 [50] False positives were issues that were identified 
in the meeting but that were discovered not to 
be defects either during the meeting or after 

22% If the code review team finds an issue and 
agrees that it is a deviation from quality, the 
issue is counted as a defect 

 [51] False positives (no real usability problems) 43.10% Real usability problem 

 [52] False positives (reported defects that were not 
considered to be actual defects) 

- Actual defects 

 [54] False positives (non-true defects) 
False positives (defects erroneously reported as 
such by inspectors) 

46% True defects 

 [55] For which consensus was reached during the 
meeting in considering them as not true defects, 
thus as false positives 

- True defects: the number of defects for 
which consensus was reached during the 
meeting in considering them as true defects 

 [56] False positive (any issue which required no 
action) 

20% True defect (if the author was required to 
make an execution affecting change to 
resolve it), soft maintenance issue (any 
other issue which the author fixed) 

 [57] False positives are items reported by subjects as 
defects, when in fact no defect exists 

- Defects 

 [59] A false positive is a description which is not a 
true defect, i.e., does not require rework 

- A true defect is a description of a positively 
identified defect which requires rework; it 
causes the program to fail, and violates the 
given specifications and design 

 [60] False positives (erroneously identified defects) 
False positives are the non-true defects—
defects that require no repair 

42.62% True defects 

 [61] It classifies too many consistent designs as 
inconsistent (false positives) 

- True positive 

 [62] False positive (FA)—defects that do not exist 
but were wrongly identified 

- True defects (TR)—defects that actually 
exist and have been successfully detected 
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 [63] False defect estimations, known as false 
positive 

- The number of true defect estimations, 
known as true positive 

 [64] False positive rate: the percentage of issues 
reported by an inspector that turn out not to 
represent real quality problems in the artifact 

80% Defect detection rate: the percentage of 
known defects in a given software artifact 
that are found during the inspection 

 [65] False positives (not identified from preparation) - True defects 
Net defects 

 [66] A false positive—an obviously wrong 
statement of the document. 

- True defect 

 [67] False positive—items pointed by the subjects 
that do not correspond to a defect of the RD 
RD: the Requirements Document 

- Defects—items that really are defects of the 
RD  
RD: the Requirements Document 

 

2.3   Case Study 

2.3.1  Goal 

This evaluation investigated whether the number of effective questions in software 

reviews could predict software quality. Specifically, the metric defect detection rate in 

testing (Q) was used as the quality of the software, where Q = [number of defects 

detected in testing]/[lines of source code]. The evaluation examined whether the number 

of effective questions could predict the defect detection rate in testing Q by performing 

multiple regression analysis because multiple parameters may affect Q. The independent 

variables of the multiple regression analysis include the number of effective questions 

in the software reviews. This evaluation assumes that effective software reviews 

decrease the number of defects detected in testing because effective design and code 

reviews reduce defects overlooked in the software reviews. Consequently, defects 

detected in subsequent testing are reduced. 
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2.3.2  Projects 

The data for the evaluation were collected from a Japanese software development 

Company Sa. The standard software development process in Company Sa is based on 

the waterfall model and follows the process areas Organizational Process Definition 

(OPD) and Integrated Project Management (IPM) defined in CMMI-DEV V.1.3 [68]. 

The standard process also defines software measurements and metrics. In each software 

development project in Company Sa, the standard development processes require that 

detected defects and review logs including review comments in software reviews should 

be recorded in a defect list and that the detected defects in testing should be recorded, 

too. 

The standard software development process of Company Sa requires that each 

project performs design and source code reviews. The software reviews are performed 

in a synchronous (face-to-face meeting) or asynchronous (adding detected defects to 

defect lists on a defect tracking server) manner. The standard process of Company Sa 

also requires that each reviewer complete review training and have detailed knowledge 

on the product domain to participate in a software review. 

The evaluation used metrics collected in 25 projects of Company Sa. First, I 

selected 33 completed projects between April 2010 and March 2016 in Company Sa. 

Second, for each of the 33 projects, I checked that the metrics did not have missing 

values for review metrics, review logs, and defect metrics in testing. Eight projects were 

excluded due to the missing values. Finally, I measured the number of effective 

questions categorized as false-positive defects from the review logs of the remaining 25 

projects. The reviewers of the case study categorized the effective questions into true 

defects or false-positive defects. If the reviewers categorized the effective questions into 

true defects, they were recorded as true defects in the defect list. A quality assurance 

team in company Sa verified the categorizations. 
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The 25 projects were for the development of embedded systems software, including 

safety-critical systems software, specifically, communication control systems software, 

engine control systems software, and browsing systems software. The development 

types were new development from scratch, enhancement of the same product, and reuse 

from another product. The number of project members varied from 3 to 20. The number 

of years of software development experience of the project members varied from 1 to 25 

years. The lines of source code varied from 3000 to 1,100,000 lines written in C, C++, 

or Java. 

2.3.3  Metrics and Procedure 

Table 2.4 shows the metrics, excluding the number of effective questions categorized as 

false-positive defects, collected for project management defined by the standard 

development process. The product size (SZ) was used to assess the project progress 

management defined in the standard software development process. In Table 2.4, SZ is 

equal to the lines of code developed in the project without reusing code. In the 

development of enhanced or evolved development projects reusing an existing code base, 

SZ is equal to the sum of the lines of newly developed code (nLOC), lines of changed 

code from the code base (cLOC), and lines of reused code (rLOC) with a coefficient. 

The standard development process determines the coefficient according to the project 

attributes, such as the product domain and development types, to assess effort 

consumption to the product size in the project management. The number of effective 

questions categorized as false-positive defects (NOQf), not the number of effective 

questions, was measured because the effective questions categorized as true defects and 

rNOD would be double-counted. The metric of NOQf was measured from the review 

logs. The standard development process defines that review logs should include 

questions, which affect the quality of the product because some of the products in 

Company Sa are embedded in safety-critical systems. Consequently, the review logs 

could be used as a part of accountability for safety, if needed. 
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Table 2.5 shows the derived metrics from the metrics shown in Table 2.4 for this 

evaluation. The dependent variable was Q, which measured the software quality in the 

standard software development process, because it was an indicator of the software 

quality in Company Sa. The independent variables included the proportion of rLOC to 

the total lines of code (p1), and proportion of the number of true defects detected in 

software reviews (rNOD) to SZ (p2). These independent variables were used in the 

project management and were defined in the standard software development process. 

The denominator of p1 was nLOC + cLOC + rLOC. The standard software development 

process included metric p1 because it was an indicator to estimate the productivity and 

had a higher correlation with the number of detected defects in the past developments. 

The standard software development process included metric p2 because it was used as 

an evaluation criterion to measure the effectiveness of software reviews. The remaining 

Table 2.4 Measured metrics for project management. 

Name Description 

Lines of code 

New (nLOC) 
Lines of code newly developed, excluding headers and 
comments 

Changed (cLOC) 
Lines of code changed from the code base or reused source 
code, excluding headers and comments 

Reused (rLOC) 
Lines of code reused from the code base or another product, 
excluding headers and comments 

Product size (SZ) 

Product size for assessing development effort consumption in 
the project management defined by the standard development 
process. SZ = nLOC + cLOC + rLOC × coefficient (where the 
coefficient is determined by the project attributes) 

Number of 
defects and 
questions in 
reviewed 

True defects (rNOD) 
Sum of the number of defects detected in software architecture 
design, software detailed design, and code reviews 

Effective questions 
categorized as false-
positive defects (NOQf) 

Sum of the number of effective questions subsequently 
categorized as false-positive defects detected in software 
architecture design, software detailed design, and code reviews 

Number of defects detected in the test 
(tNOD) 

Sum of numbers of defects detected in the unit test, software 
integration test, and software qualification test 
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independent variables, proportion of NOQf to SZ (p3), and the proportion of NOQf to 

the sum of rNOD and NOQf (p4) were measured. If NOQf was large (large p3), true 

defects were likely to be overlooked in the software reviews because the discussions and 

concerns may have missed the point. If the proportion of NOQf to the sum of rNOD and 

NOQf was large (large p4), true defects were likely to be overlooked. The review time 

to detect the true defects was insufficient when the value of p4 was large and the review 

time was a constraint. For metric p3, I normalized NOQf by SZ because they largely 

depended on SZ as well as the independent variable p2. For metric p4, as described in 

Subsection 2.2  , I normalized NOQf by the sum of rNOD and NOQf because rNOD 

may affect NOQf in the software reviews. Specifically, the sum of rNOD and NOQf was 

likely to be limited due to available time and effort for the software reviews. 

In the multiple regression analysis, I selected significant independent variables 

using the stepwise method. The evaluation investigated whether metrics of NOQf (p3 

and p4) could predict the metric of the number of detected defects in testing (Q). 

Table 2.5 Derived metrics for the analysis. 

 Name Description 

Q Proportion of the number of defects detected in testing to the 
product size 

tNOD/SZ 

p1 Proportion of the reused lines of code to the lines of code  rLOC/(nLOC + cLOC + rLOC)  

p2 Proportion of the number of true defects to the product size rNOD/SZ 

p3 Proportion of the number of effective questions categorized as 
false-positive defects to the product size 

NOQf/SZ 

p4 Proportion of the number of effective questions categorized as 
false-positive defects to the sum of the number of defects and 
effective questions categorized as false-positive defects 

NOQf/(rNOD + NOQf) 
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2.3.4  Results 

Table 2.6 shows the distribution of the measured metrics. Table 2.7 shows the 

distribution of the dependent and independent variables. Table 2.8 shows the results of 

the multiple regression analysis. Metrics p1, p3, and p4 contained significant coefficients. 

The variance inflation factor (VIF) values indicated that there was no multicollinearity 

among the variables. The adjusted R2 of the model was 0.45 (p = 0.0013). 

Table 2.6 Distribution of the measured metrics. 

 SZ rNOD NOQf tNOD 

max 110,5000 1871 384 711 

min 1330 32 0 3 

median 144,390 589 99 171 
 

Table 2.7 Distribution of the independent and dependent variables. 

 Q p1 p2 p3 p4 

max 6.50 0.97 46.29 7.90 0.29 

min 0.54 0.00 0.55 0.00 0.00 

median 2.61 0.75 12.03 1.42 0.17 
 

Table 2.8 Results of the multiple regression analysis. 

 Estimate (b) Std. Error t Value Pr(>|t|) VIF 

p1 2.53 0.88 2.89 0.01 1.07 

p3 0.42 0.15 2.91 0.01 1.38 

p4 −9.68 3.69 −2.63 0.02 1.46 
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From the coefficients in Table 2.8, the model is expressed as 

The metrics of NOQf (p3 and p4) affected Q. The proportion of NOQf to SZ (p3) 

increased Q. The proportion of NOQf to the sum of rNOD and NOQf (p4) decreased Q. 

Specifically, the metric p3 (ranging from 0.00 to 7.90) increased Q (ranging from 0.54 

to 6.50). The coefficient of p3 was 0.42 (p = 0.01). The metric p4 (ranging from 0.00 to 

0.29) decreased Q. The coefficient of p4 was −9.68 (p = 0.02). When the sum of the third 

and fourth terms of the model was zero or larger, the accuracy of Q was larger than when 

the sum was less than zero. 

2.4   Discussion 

2.4.1  RQ: Does the Number of Effective Questions in a 

Software Review Affect the Quality of Subsequent Testing? 

The results of the case study indicated that the answer to RQ is yes. In the case study, p3 

(the proportion of NOQf to SZ) positively affected Q (tNOD to SZ). I did not assume 

that p4 (the proportion of NOQf to the sum of rNOD and NOQf) negatively affected Q 

(the proportion of the number of defects detected in subsequent testing (tNOD) to SZ). 

Hence, I investigated the software review details. I found that the software review 

materials contained a small number of defects. Almost all defects were detected in the 

software reviews. The number of defects detected in subsequent testing was small. 

Furthermore, the reviewers took a shorter time to detect almost all the defects, indicating 

that reviewers had enough time to ask additional effective questions to ensure that they 

did not overlook the remaining defects. In the discussion with the reviewers, they 

indicated that the potential true defects were shared before they asked effective questions 

and discussed them in higher quality projects. This suggests that sharing potential true 

defects has a higher priority than asking the effective questions and subsequent 

Q = 1.71 + 2.53p1 + 0.42p3 − 9.68p4  
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discussions due to the limited review time. Facilitating effective questions and 

discussions after sharing potential true defects directly detected by reviewers may 

improve the software review effectiveness. Furthermore, the results may imply that 

effective questions and discussions trigger the Phantom Inspector effect [69]. 

The case study suggests that NOQf and rNOD can be used as a metric to measure 

the effectiveness (quality) of software reviews because metrics p3 and p4 affected Q. The 

metric can help a project manager identify an insufficient software review. It reveals that 

the project manager should plan additional software reviews with expert reviewers 

and/or more resources for subsequent testing. 

2.4.2  Implications for Practitioners 

The number of effective questions categorized as false-positive defects can be used as a 

metric to measure the software quality required by process models. The reviewers 

commented that the proposed metric can meet the requirements in process areas 

QPM.SP.1.4 in the CMMI [68] and MAN.6.BP4 in the Automotive SPICE [70]. The 

proposed method has a high usability from two perspectives. First, it can be used in 

various types of reviews, including code reviews with support tools. Second, it can 

objectively determine whether a question is effective, and the number of effective 

questions categorized as false-positive defects can be measured easily. Moreover, the 

proposed method is efficient even for cost-sensitive software development because 

categorizing effective questions and measuring the number of them can be performed in 

a short time. 

In an iterative development process including agile development [71], [72], the 

proposed method can predict the product quality in each iteration. Although design 

reviews might not be implicitly performed in some iterative development processes, the 

essence of the proposed method can be applied for architectural and implementation 

discussions or comments in code reviews. 
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2.4.3  Threats to Validity 

In the case study, the criterion for distinguishing effective questions from other questions 

may be biased. However, the reviewers in the case study selected effective questions 

based on whether or not the question identified a concern. Furthermore, after the 

reviewers selected the effective questions, an assessor in the quality assurance 

department verified that each effective question identified a concern. 

In the case study, the variance of difficulties for projects may affect Q. However, 

the standard development process should mitigate such variance. For projects with 

technical challenges such as deploying novel technologies, prior development and 

verification were conducted. For projects whose members did not have sufficient domain 

knowledge on the product, additional developers and reviewers with sufficient domain 

knowledge were invited to the software reviews. 

Identifying effective questions is potentially difficult. However, in this case study, 

the reviewers asked questions and categorized effective questions. Furthermore, 

identifying effective questions has previously been reported. One study [39] showed that 

some of the review comments could be categorized as questions, and about half of the 

approximately 470 questions helped reviewers detect defects. 

2.5   Conclusions 

This section proposed a review metric measuring the number of effective questions 

which identifies concerns about potential defects. Effective questions and subsequent 

discussions lead to defect detections if concerns identified by the effective questions and 

discussions are applicable to review materials, whereas concerns that are not applicable 

are discarded or recorded as false-positive defects. I performed a literature review to 

investigate whether previous studies referred to such effective questions and concerns. 
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The results of the literature review showed that no article referred to questions and 

concerns that were categorized into true or false-positive defects. Additionally, no 

literature categorized true defects into defects directly detected and shared by a reviewer 

or those found by concerns identified by effective questions and subsequent discussions. 

I conducted a case study to investigate the effectiveness of the metric. The case 

study measured the number of questions, which ensures that the authors and reviewers 

do not overlook defects in terms of the concerns identified by the questions. The case 

study evaluated the impact of the number of effective questions on the number of defects 

in subsequent testing by multiple regression analysis. The independent variables were 

the proportion of reused lines of code, proportion of true defects detected in software 

reviews to the product size, proportion of effective questions categorized as false-

positive defects in software reviews to the product size, and proportion of effective 

questions categorized as false-positive defects to the sum of true defects and effective 

questions categorized as false-positive defects. The dependent variable was the 

proportion of the defects detected in testing to the product size. The evaluation used 

metrics collected in 25 projects in a company. As the proportion of the number of 

effective questions categorized as false-positive defects to the sum of the number of true 

defects and effective questions categorized as false-positive defects (ranging from 0.00 

to 0.29) increased, the proportion of the number of defects detected in testing to the 

product size decreased (ranging from 0.54 to 6.50) (b = −9.68, p = 0.02). Additionally, 

as the proportion of the number of effective questions categorized as false-positive 

defects to the product size (ranging from 0.00 to 7.90) slightly increased, the proportion 

of the number of defects detected in testing to the product size increased (b = 0.42, p = 

0.01). 
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3. An Analysis on a Case Study 

of Requirements Ambiguities 

3.1   Introduction  

Software defects from requirements and specification ambiguities are harder to identify 

compared to other types of defects. Defects from ambiguities cause misunderstandings 

because each developer interprets the requirements and creates incorrect materials. 

Hence, the subsequent software development activities proceed under incorrect 

assumptions. In this situation, because checklists used in software reviews and test cases 

are created under incorrect assumptions, misunderstandings may not be discovered 

during software reviews and testing.  

One approach that reduces such ambiguity defects is guided software reviews. 

Value-based review [73], a guided review technique, reduces effort for tailoring review 

scenarios. Value-based reviews aim at detecting high-priority defects efficiently 

decreased risk of overlooking. Priority is determined by artifact priority and defect 

criticality. However, in the situations in the Mars Climate Orbiter lost communication 

just before arriving on Mars in 1999 [33], determining the appropriate artifact priority 

and defect criticality are rather difficult.  

I conducted a case study that analyzes defects that required significant correction 

effort during a commercial control simulation software development. The case study 

also analyzed the causes of the defects. Based on the results of the case study, this section 

proposes a goal-oriented approach for specifying requirements. I conducted a simple 
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evaluation for the efficiency of the approach in the case study by estimating its expected 

effort reduction.  

3.2   Case Study 

3.2.1  Target System 

The target software system is the control simulation software developed by Company 

Sb. Figure 3.1 shows the data flow and user interfaces of the system Sb-A. System Sb-

A consists of several subsystems including control simulator subsystem and data 

creation subsystem. System Sb-A receives parameters from the operator as parameters 

for simulation. System Sb-A calculates simulation results from predefined simulation 

scenarios and given parameters. Finally, system Sb-A stores the simulation results to the 

simulation logs.  

 

 

Simulation result screen

Logs

Parameter input screen

Parameters

…

Param A

Param B

Param CSimulation

Scenarios

Param A

Param B

Param C

…

Operator

Figure 3.1 Data flow and user interfaces of system Sb-A. 
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Table 3.1 summarizes target system Sb-A and development project P. This project 

involved a development team of ten developers. They had enough knowledge of OS and 

programming languages,  but none had experience related to developing control 

simulations. The development period was nine months. Target processes are the 

processes from software design to software integration testing. The requirements were 

defined by other members than the ten developers.  

 

Table 3.1 Summary of the target system and development project. 

Type of software Control simulation software 

Development period Nine months 

Developers Ten software developers in Company Sb 

Size  
(the number of lines of code) 

220K lines 

OS Windows 

Programming languages C++ and C# 

Target processes From software design to software integration testing 

 

Table 3.2 Number of defects injected in processes. 

Injected process Number of defects Percentage 

Software requirements analysis 29 24.2% 

Software architectural design 52 43.3% 

Software detailed design 12 10.0% 

Coding 15 12.5% 

Others 12 10.0% 

Total 120 100.0% 
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Table 3.2 shows the number of defects injected in software development processes. 

The defects in Table 3.2 are detected in the system testing. During system testing, 120 

defects were detected. Of these, 29 were injected in software requirements analysis 

process and 52 in software architectural design process. 

3.2.2  Defects Cause Analysis 

I analyzed defects that required large correction effort and were injected in software 

requirements analysis and software architectural design processes. The results of the 

analysis revealed that there were three defects causes in requirements ambiguities and 

inconsistent understanding among the developers. All three were categorized as 

definitions of the important terms. The details of each situation are described below: 

1) Ambiguity and misunderstanding of units of distance 

This is attributed to the fact that the architectural design developers were unaware that 

multiple interpretations existed for the unit “mile.” Figure 3.2 shows this defect. As 

described in Figure 3.2, one nautical mile is 1852.00 meters. One (international) mile 

is 1609.344 meters. 

(a) Incident 

The distance value displayed on the screen differed from the expected one.  

(b) Cause 

The defect was due to the misinterpretation of the unit “mile.” The 

requirements defined clearly that “the unit used is ‘nautical mile.’” However, 

the software design developers were unaware of multiple interpretations of 

“mile” and assumed “nautical mile” could be expressed as “mile.” Therefore, 
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the units differed between requirements and design, causing a significant defect, 

which was identified during system testing.  

2) Undefined time standard  

This defect resulted from an undefined time standard in software design because of 

the absence of the definition in software requirements. 

(a) Incident 

In system Sb-A, the displayed time in screens in some subsystems were 

inconsistent and different from the expected one. Figure 3.3 shows this defect. 

(b) Cause 

System Sb-A consisted of multiple subsystems. Requirements for each 

subsystem had its own separate requirements specification document. The 

majority of the requirements specifications stated the time standard was 
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Figure 3.2 Ambiguity and misunderstanding of units of distance. 
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Coordinated Universal Time (UTC), but some specifications did not have a 

clear definition of the time standard. As a result, the architectural design 

developers who worked on the specification without a clear definition of the 

time standard assumed Japan Standard Time (JST). Each subsystem were 

developed by a different architectural design developer and the developers did 

not have opportunities to communicate. Consequently, they did not realize the 

time standard inconsistency among the subsystems.  

3) Inconsistent definitions of significant digits 

This defect resulted from not defining the number of significant digits after the 

decimal point for the values dealt in system Sb-A. Figure 3.4 shows insufficient 

 

Subsystem 1 01 Jan 2019 02:00:00

01 Jan 2019 11:00:00

01 Jan 2019 02:00:00

Current time

JSTSubsystem 2

Subsystem 3

UTC

Simulation result screen

UTC

Figure 3.3 Time standard inconsistency among the subsystems. 
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accuracy in some of the simulation results. In Figure 3.4, results 1, 2, and 3 were 

calculated by different subsystems.   

(a) Incident 

For the system input parameters, after the fifth decimal point, it was not treated 

as a significant digit. 

(b) Cause 

Each subsystem had its own separate requirements specification document, and 

the number of significant digits varied between four or six. Architectural design 

developers defined the significant digits according to the requirements 

specification for the subsystems. Therefore, the developers assigned to the 

subsystems where the requirement specification defined significant digits as 

four digits assumed that there was no need to deal with the values more than 

four digits after the decimal point. 
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Figure 3.4 Insufficient accuracy. 
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3.2.3  Defects Analysis 

The three defects shown in the previous subsection are caused by requirement ambiguity 

and misunderstandings and inconsistencies among the developers. In this subsection, I 

analyze the root cause of such defects. Below are the factors that lead to 

misunderstandings and inconsistencies. 

1) Communicating Tacit Knowledge 

One of the failure factors of project P was tacit knowledge was not shared properly 

among the developers. The developers started the software development without 

opportunities to share information and knowledge required by the control simulation 

software system development.  

When including tacit knowledge into the glossary, not only the description of the 

keywords that cause frequent defects, but also additional content, including the 

background information, is necessary [74]. In project P, a glossary was organized. 

However, project P was the first control simulation software system development for the 

developers. Hence, the developers were unfamiliar with the terminologies not included 

in the glossary because they were tacit knowledge. 

2) Using Experts  

To be effective, the software review process must include experts. In project P, the lack 

of experts was identified as a risk factor from the beginning of the project. As a 

countermeasure, the project leader assigned expert E as an advisor. Although expert E 

had plenty of knowledge in control simulation software system field, he was not a full-

time member of project P and was assigned to another project. Because the project leader 

could not secure expert E, his knowledge was not shared and utilized in project P.  
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3) Sharing information 

Sharing defect information among developers can effectively increase the number of 

similar defects detection and increase the opportunities for defect prevention. The 

defects detected during the software reviews and testing processes can be shared and 

among the project members; however, there was no opportunity to share defect 

information which was not found as a defect.  

3.3   A Prevention Approach for Focusing 

Essential Data 

3.3.1  Overview 

Under cost constraints, an approach for detecting all defects detected in project P is 

difficult to realize. It will also cost to list all background information and common 

knowledge required during requirements analysis or to involve an expert in all projects. 

To prevent injecting critical requirements defects that require large correction effort, I 

propose an approach for preventing such defects as the three significant defects detected 

in project P. Figure 3.5 shows the procedure of the proposed approach. The procedure 

 

 

(1) Enumerate input and output data and parameters D

(2) Identify essential data D’ from D by using goal-oriented approach

(3) Specify critical requirements defining the essential data D’

Figure 3.5 Procedure of the proposed approach.  
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consists of (1) enumerating the input and output data D for the target system T, (2) 

identifying essential data D’, and (3) specifying critical requirements for the essential 

data D’. Essential data D’ can be found by a goal-oriented approach [75]. 

3.3.2  Identifying Essential Data 

The approach first enumerates a set of input and output data D of target system T. Then, 

the approach identifies a set of essential data D’ from the set D along with the goal-

oriented approach. The goal-oriented approach focuses on the goal of the target system 

T. For example, the goal of the system Sb-A is to obtain simulation results from given 

parameters. Therefore, essential data D’ are the input parameters for simulation 

scenarios and the results of the simulation. Essential data D’ included distance and time 

because incorrect parameters lead to incorrect simulation results.  

3.3.3  Critical Requirements Definition 

The approach identifies and specifies critical requirements of the target system T. The 

critical requirements define the set of essential data D’. For system Sb-A, the critical 

requirements definition include distance unit for distance parameters, time standard for 

time parameters, and calculation accuracy for simulation results. Table 3.3 shows an 

example of critical requirement definitions.  

Table 3.3 Examples of critical requirement definitions. 

Critical requirement Definition Supplemental definition 

Distance unit Nautical mile 1 nautical mile = 1,852 meters.  
Please note that there are multiple 
interpretation of mile. 

Time standard Coordinated Universal 
Time (UTC) 

UTC = JST – 9 
Japan Standard time (JST) must be 
converted to UTC.  

Significant digits Six digits after the 
decimal points 

If there are more than seven digits after 
the decimal point, round the seventh 
digit after the decimal point.  
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3.3.4  Estimated Effort Reduction 

I conducted a simple evaluation for the proposed approach. The evaluation first 

enumerated a set of input and output data D of system Sb-A and identified a set of 

essential data D’. The evaluation identified critical requirements for D’ and estimated 

effort for specifying the critical requirements based on the estimation by the project 

leader with development experience of the product domain.  

The results of the evaluation showed that there are 52 critical requirements for 

essential data D’. If each of critical requirements had a clear definition, at least three 

defects described in the previous subsection could have been avoided. Simply adding 

definitions and notes may significantly reduce the likelihood of the defect injections.  

The evaluation estimated effort for specifying 52 critical requirements and compared 

effort for correcting the three defects. Table 3.4 shows the results of the estimation. It 

took 36 person-hours correcting the three defects. On the other hand, it took seven 

person-hours to identify essential data D' from D, and 8.7 person-hours to specify critical 

requirements defining the essential data D'. The total was 15.7 person-hours, and the 

proposed approach improved 20.3 person-hours. The results indicated that a 43.5% 

effort improvement can be achieved by the proposed approach compared to the case 

without clear requirements definitions.  

Table 3.4 Estimated effort. 

Task Effort 

Correcting the three defects 36 person-hours 

Identifying the essential data and critical requirements 7 person-hours 

Defining the critical requirements 8.7 person-hours  

Improved effort 20.3 person-hours 
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3.4   Conclusions 

This section conducted a case study in a simulation control software system for analysis 

on defects that required significant correction effort to investigate context-dependent 

issues. The results of the case study indicated that defects that required correction effort 

were ambiguity defects injected by misunderstandings and inconsistencies among 

stakeholders during interpreting requirements and specifying design documents. In the 

target system, ambiguities are found in the definitions of distance, time (time zone), and 

calculation accuracy. These cause inconsistencies among the implementations and 

incorrect simulation results of the control simulation software systems.  

Based on the analysis, as a low-effort defect prevention approach, I propose an 

approach for identifying essential data and specifying critical requirements for the 

essential data. Ambiguities of the critical requirements potentially lead to defect 

injections that may require significant correction effort when detected in later 

development processes. In addition, I conducted a simple evaluation for the proposed 

approach. The results of the evaluation showed that the essential data for the control 

simulation software system in the case study were distance, time, and simulation result 

(accuracy). The evaluation estimates the effort for defect corrections in the case study 

and the effort for specifying the definitions of the essential data in the case study. The 

results of the evaluation indicated that the proposed approach could achieve 43.5% effort 

reduction. 
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4. Goal-Oriented Software 

Design Reviews 

4.1   Introduction 

Inappropriate requirements can consume substantial rework effort in subsequent 

development activities. In particular, as described in Section 3, omissions and 

ambiguities in requirements may lead to extensive changes and corrections in the 

subsequent development activities. The causes of requirement omissions include 

missing functionality, missing performance, missing interface, and missing environment 

[19]. Ambiguity enables multiple interpretations of the requirements document [76]. 

Various approaches and methods to reduce omissions and ambiguities in requirements 

have been proposed. Software review is one such static analysis technique for the early 

detection of defects, including omissions and ambiguities, and does not require program 

execution [6], [77]. PBR [18] is designed to reduce omissions and ambiguities in 

requirements through multiple perspectives. The perspectives provide reviewers guides 

for finding defects from the viewpoint of stakeholders such as project managers, users, 

and testers. Goal-oriented requirements analysis [78] prevents missing requirements and 

facilitates requirements decomposition [79], [80]. Requirements decomposition 

increases the requirements coverage by defining goals at various levels of abstraction 

[79]. 

This section refers to omissions or ambiguities in requirements caused by design 

context as context-dependent requirement issues (CDRIs). A CDRI occurs when two or 

more different implementations realize the same requirement because the requirements 
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are defined before the implementations are defined. For example, the requirement “The 

data are exchanged with files. The fields in the file must be separated by a line break” 

can be realized by two implementations: one implementation for writing a data file and 

another implementation for reading the data file. If the two implementations are realized 

on the same operating system, no CDRI occurs because the line-break characters are the 

same between the implementations. However, a CDRI occurs if the two implementations 

are realized on different operating systems and do not consider the line-break characters 

for the other operating system. Specifically, if the implementation for writing a file is 

realized with UNIX (LF for a line-break character) and the implementation for reading 

the file is realized with Windows (CR and LF for a line-break character), the fields will 

not be separated properly despite each of the two implementations realize the 

requirement accurately. In this case, the design context is the line-break characters for 

the operating systems. 

Feasibility or impact analysis which can help reviewers find such design contexts 

during the requirement process, requires extensive effort because the analyses check all 

implementations: not only two or more implementations which realize the same 

requirement, but also a single implementation. Identifying two or more implementations 

which are supported by a single requirement and checking consistencies among them in 

the design review can help detect inconsistencies caused by CDRIs.  

To the best of our knowledge, no specific approach or method to detect CDRIs or 

context-dependent requirement (CDR) defects caused by CDRIs has been proposed. 

This section proposes a design review method to identify such inconsistencies among 

implementations realizing the same requirement by using a goal tree obtained by goal-

oriented requirements analysis. The proposed method defines check items to find 

inconsistencies in the implementations, where the check items are created from the goal 

tree. This section also evaluates the proposed method through a case study with two 

criteria. First, the evaluation investigates whether the check items for design review can 

be defined from the goal tree and then whether the check items can detect CDR defects. 
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Second, the evaluation investigates whether the proposed method reduces the estimated 

rework effort to correct defects.  

4.2   Related Research 

Guided reviews are one approach to detecting defects caused by omissions or 

ambiguities in requirements. As described in Section 1, many studies have reported on 

the effectiveness of guided reviews. However, these reading techniques do not require 

that guides including checklists and scenarios verify inconsistencies among different 

implementations for the same requirement. 

Goal-oriented requirements analysis [78], [81] is one of the methods to reduce 

omissions or ambiguities in requirements. Goal-oriented requirements analysis defines 

software requirements by clarifying the structured goals of the software. Goal-oriented 

requirements analysis also clarifies the background and necessities for requirements, 

facilitates requirements analysis discussions, and enhances the validation and tracking 

of changes to the requirements. Many goal-oriented requirements analysis methods have 

been studied, including the KAOS method [82-86], the i* framework [87-91], and the 

NFR framework [92-95]. However, detecting omissions or ambiguities in requirements 

caused by the design context determined in the design process is difficult because goal-

oriented requirements analysis is performed during the requirements processes. 

Traceability between requirements and design elements can verify that the 

requirements have been implemented as design elements in the design document [96-

101]. Traceability studies have strongly focused on requirements traceability, with the 

objective of studying how to describe and follow requirements in both the forward and 

backward directions [97], [100]. Traceability is an effective guide to detect CDRIs; 

however, it is unclear whether traceability can examine consistencies among 

implementations. Although two methods [102], [103] check consistencies between 
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requirements and design documents, both of them check consistencies between different 

types of UML documents. Thus, they cannot always detect inconsistencies among the 

implementations in the same UML document. 

Change impact analysis identifies where the changes affect [104-106], estimates 

the effort for implementing a change request [107], [108], and predicts necessary 

regression tests according to the set of changes [109]. However, change impact analysis 

cannot always detect inconsistencies among implementations. Automotive-SPICE [70] 

recommends analyzing the operational (execution) environment, including platforms, to 

analyze the feasibility of the requirements. Such operational environment analysis can 

detect implementation inconsistencies. However, it does not explicitly refer to detecting 

inconsistencies among implementations.  

4.3   Proposed Method 

4.3.1  Prerequisite 

In the proposed method, reviewers attempt to detect inconsistencies among design 

implementations and ensure that the implementations satisfy the goal using goal-

oriented check items. This section refers to the inconsistencies as CDR defects. CDR 

defects are caused by CDRIs. The proposed method defines goal-oriented check items 

taking a goal tree as input. The goal tree provides traceability links from high-level 

strategic objectives to low-level technical requirements [79]. The proposed method adds 

goal-oriented check items to the leaf nodes of the goal tree, which is created by goal-

oriented requirements analysis. The goal tree consists of the top goal and subgoals. The 

top goal is the root node of the goal tree. The root node has a label describing the 

objective or state that the system should achieve. The top goal is decomposed into one 

or more subgoals (child nodes) because, without the decomposition, a goal tree may not 

provide technical requirements. The goal-oriented check items defined from the 
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subgoals that do not satisfy the desired requirement cannot detect inconsistencies among 

context-dependent implementations. Thus, the decomposition should be performed 

carefully. The goal-oriented requirements analysis [84], [93] categorizes goals into three 

categories: functional requirements, non-functional requirements, and external 

constraints. Thus, the top goal and subgoals for the proposed method can be categorized 

into three categories. The node has a label describing the purpose or the status required 

to achieve the parent goal (parent node). Subgoals are recursively decomposed into sub-

subgoals. The label description is a prescriptive statement of intent that the system 

should satisfy [82].  

4.3.2  Procedure 

(a) Identify the goal tree (top goal and subgoals). If goal-oriented 

requirements analysis has created a goal tree in advance (e.g., requirements 

analysis), the goal tree is reused. If the goal tree does not exist, the analyst 

G

G1

● G2

C1.1.1.1

● G1.1.2

C1.1.1.2

C1.1.1.3

C1.2.1

C1.2.1

G1.1

G1.2

G1.1.1

Figure 4.1 An example of a goal tree. Red circles represent pruned subgoals. 
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describes the goal of the system as the label of the top goal G. The analyst then 

decomposes the top goal G into subgoals G1, G2,…, Gm. The analyst creates a 

simple label for each subgoal and adds the subgoals as child nodes of the top goal. 

The analyst decomposes the subgoals (G1, G2, …, Gm) into sub-subgoals (G1.1, 

G1.2, G1.3, …, G2.1, G2.2, …, Gm.1, G m.2, …) and continues decomposing the 

subgoals until the subgoals are complete, consistent, and minimal.  

(b) Prune unnecessary subgoal nodes. The analyst selects and prunes 

unnecessary subgoal nodes, which do not need to be broken down further for 

consideration, such as duplicated subgoals. After pruning, each leaf node of the 

goal tree is marked as a leaf subgoal node. 

(c) Define goal-oriented check items. Goal-oriented check items verify 

whether the design implementations are consistent and satisfy the corresponding 

subgoal. Goal-oriented check items are determined by two or more 

implementations that realize the same subgoal. The analyst defines one or more 

goal-oriented check items for each of the leaf subgoal nodes except pruned 

subgoals. The analyst then adds goal-oriented check items as child nodes of the 

leaf subgoal nodes. Figure 4.1 shows an example goal tree. Goal nodes and goal-

oriented check-item nodes are labeled with symbols G and C, respectively. The 

pruned subgoals are indicated by red circles, as shown in G1.1.2 and G2.  

(d) Perform goal-oriented software design review. Reviewers use the goal-

oriented check items to attempt to detect inconsistencies among implementations 

realizing the same requirement. 
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4.3.3  Example of A Goal Tree and Check Items 

1) Overview of an Example System 

This subsection presents a goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items for 

an example system. Figure 4.2 shows an overview of the example system. The design 

implementations for the same subgoal can differ among the three units because the units 

had different developers. 

Sensor unit

Control unit

Heating unit

Water temperature 

sensor

Water level sensor

Electric water 

heater

Software Hardware

Water temperature

Water level

Voltage

Water temperature data

Water level data

Control heating

Control keeping warm

Figure 4.2 Architecture of an example system. 

Table 4.1 Overview of an example system. 

Name Electric kettle 

Goal The electric kettle heats water and keeps the water temperature 
constant. 

Architecture and 
developers 

The system consists of a sensor unit, control unit, and heating unit. 
Each unit was developed by different developers (no developer 
developed two or more units). 
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2) Procedure 

Figure 4.3 shows the goal tree and goal-oriented check items. The procedure is detailed 

as follows. 

G： The electric kettle heats water and keeps the water temperature constant.

G1: The electric kettle can heat the water if the water temperature is less than the threshold and 
the water level is greater than or equal to the minimum level.

C1.1.1: Is the voltage control method during heating specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent?

G3: The electric kettle cannot heat the water or keep the water temperature constant if the 
water level is less than the minimum level.

G1.2: The electric kettle can measure the water temperature periodically.

C1.2.1: Is the water temperature measurement period specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent?

C1.2.2: Is the unit system of the water temperature specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent?

G2.1: The electric kettle can keep the water temperature constant using electricity.

C2.1.1: Is the voltage control for keeping the water temperature constant specified? If one or more 
descriptions are specified, are they consistent?

● G2.2: The electric kettle can measure the water temperature periodically.

G3.1: The electric kettle can measure the water level periodically.

G3.2: The electric kettle cannot heat the water or keep the water temperature 
constant if the water level is less than the minimum level.

C3.1.1: Is the water level measurement period specified? If one or more descriptions are specified, 
are they consistent?

C3.1.2: Is the unit system of the water level specified? If one or more descriptions are specified, are 
they consistent?

C3.2.1:  Is the procedure to stop heating or to stop keeping the water temperature constant specified? 
If one or more descriptions are specified, are they consistent?

G1.1: The electric kettle can heat the water with electricity.

● G1.3: The electric kettle can measure the water level periodically.

● G2.3: The electric kettle can measure the water level periodically.

G2: The electric kettle can keep the water temperature constant if the water temperature is 
greater than or equal to the threshold and the water level is greater than or equal to the 
minimum level.

Figure 4.3 A goal tree for the example system. 
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Step (1). The analyst identifies the goal tree. The identified goal tree consists of the 

following: 

Top goal G: The electric kettle heats water and keeps the water temperature 

constant. 

The analyst decomposes the top goal G into the following subgoals: 

G1: The electric kettle can heat the water if the water temperature is less than the 

threshold and the water level is greater than or equal to the minimum level. 

G2: The electric kettle can keep the water temperature constant if the water 

temperature is greater than or equal to the threshold and the water level is greater 

than or equal to the minimum level. 

G3: The electric kettle cannot heat the water or keep the water temperature constant 

if the water level is less than the minimum level. 

The analyst decomposes subgoal G1 into the following subgoals: 

G1.1: The electric kettle can heat the water with electricity. 

G1.2: The electric kettle can measure the water temperature periodically. 

G1.3: The electric kettle can measure the water level periodically. 

The analyst decomposes subgoal G2 into the following subgoals: 

G2.1: The electric kettle can keep the water temperature constant using electricity. 

G2.2: The electric kettle can measure the water temperature periodically. 

G2.3: The electric kettle can measure the water level periodically. 

The analyst decomposes subgoal G3 into the following subgoals: 

G3.1: The electric kettle can measure the water level periodically. 

G3.2: The electric kettle cannot heat the water or keep the water temperature constant 

if the water level is less than the minimum level. 
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Step (2). The analyst prunes unnecessary subgoal node G2.2 because G2.2 duplicates 

G1.2. The analyst also prunes unnecessary subgoal nodes G1.3 and G2.3 because G1.3 

and G2.3 duplicate G3.1. The reason for keeping G3.1 instead of G1.3 or G2.3 is because 

G3 is the goal referring to the water level. 

Step (3). The analyst defines goal-oriented check items as child nodes of the subgoals. 

The analyst defines the following goal-oriented check items from G1.1: 

C1.1.1: Is the voltage control method during heating specified? If one or more 

descriptions are specified, are they consistent? 

The analyst defines the following goal-oriented check items from G1.2: 

C1.2.1: Is the water temperature measurement period specified? If one or more 

descriptions are specified, are they consistent? 

C1.2.2: Is the unit system of the water temperature specified? If one or more 

descriptions are specified, are they consistent? 

The analyst defines the following goal-oriented check item from G2.1: 

C2.1.1: Is the voltage control for keeping the water temperature constant specified? If 

one or more descriptions are specified, are they consistent? 

The analyst defines the following goal-oriented check items from G3.1: 

C3.1.1: Is the water level measurement period specified? If one or more descriptions 

are specified, are they consistent? 

C3.1.2: Is the unit system of the water level specified? If one or more descriptions are 

specified, are they consistent? 

The analyst defines the following goal-oriented check item from G3.2: 
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C3.2.1: Is the procedure to stop heating or to stop keeping the water temperature 

constant specified? If one or more descriptions are specified, are they 

consistent? 

Step (4). The reviewer performs goal-oriented software design review using the goal-

oriented check items. For example, in G1.2, the developers of the sensor unit considered 

and defined the water temperature in Fahrenheit, whereas the developers of the control 

unit considered and defined the temperature in Celsius. The reviewer can detect this 

inconsistency between the definitions and implementation with goal-oriented check item 

C1.2.2. 

4.4   Case Study 

4.4.1  Goal 

The goal of the case study is to investigate the effectiveness and efficiency of the 

proposed method. The case study was conducted with a commercial software system. 

An overview of the commercial software system is described in Subsection 4.4.2 . The 

case study evaluated whether the proposed method could define goal-oriented check 

items, whether the proposed method could detect CDR defects, and whether detecting 

CDR defects in design reviews contributed to a reduction of the rework effort for 

correcting the defects. 

4.4.2  System Context 

I selected the subsystems of System Sc-A developed in a Japanese software development 

Company Sc for this case study. System Sc-A was a communication network control 

system. Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4 shows the details. The development period was from 

April 2017 to March 2019. System Sc-A consisted of 12 subsystems. Each subsystem 

was developed from scratch. The number of developers for each subsystem varied from 
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three to seven. The number of years of software development experience of the 

developers varied from 2 to 25 years. The lines of source code of the subsystems varied 

from 3100 to 8400 lines in C language. 

The standard software development process was based on the waterfall model and 

followed the process areas Organizational Process Definition (OPD) and Integrated 

Project Management (IPM) defined in CMMI-DEV V.1.3 [68]. The standard process 

Figure 4.4 Architecture of System Sc-A. 

Table 4.2 Overview of system Sc-A. 

Name Communication network control system 

Goal The system controls emergency communication for human safety. The 
system enables every terminal in the network to communicate with other 
terminals in the network. 

Architecture  System Sc-A consisted of monitoring control unit, communication 
control unit, and data transmission unit. 

The monitoring control unit reused another software whose reliability 
was proved in another system in operation. No severe defects had not 
been found in the original software. 
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also defined software measurements and metrics. For each software development, the 

standard process required that the defects detected in software reviews should be 

recorded in a defect list and that the defects detected in testing should also be recorded. 

The standard software development process required that each project perform design 

reviews (standard design reviews), record the design review logs (meeting minutes), and 

use the standard design review checklists. The standard software development process 

of Company Sc also required that each reviewer complete the software review training 

and have detailed knowledge of the system domain to participate in the software review. 

4.4.3  Metrics 

The metrics cH, grH, gwH, grD, srD, and gtD (Table 4.3) were measured for this 

evaluation in addition to the metrics in the standard software development process of 

Table 4.3 Metrics for the evaluation. 

 Name Description 

cH 
 

Effort to define goal-oriented 
check items 

Person-hours to identify a goal tree and define 
goal-oriented check items 

grH 
 

Effort for goal-oriented software 
design reviews 

Person-hours to perform design reviews with the 
goal-oriented check items 

gwH 
 

Estimated additional rework effort 

 

Difference between the sum of the estimated effort 
(person-hours) for investigating, fixing, and 
regression testing and the sum of the effort for 
fixing defects detected in the goal-oriented 
software design reviews 

grD 
 

Number of CDR defects detected 
in goal-oriented software design 
reviews 

Number of CDR defects detected in design 
reviews with goal-oriented check items 

srD 
 

Number of CDR defects detected 
in standard design reviews 

Number of CDR defects among defects detected 
in the standard design reviews 

gtD 
 

Number of CDR defects detected 
in subsequent testing 

Number of CDR defects, which were overlooked 
in design reviews and detected in subsequent 
software testing 
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Company Sc. These metrics are defined in Table 4.3. The metrics cH and grH are efforts 

for the preparation of the proposed method; metrics grD, srD, and gtD are the number 

of detected defects. Note that the metric gwH was the estimated additional rework effort 

(person-hours) that would be needed if the CDR defects detected in the proposed method 

were overlooked in goal-oriented software design reviews and detected and corrected in 

subsequent software testing. The metric gwH was analogously estimated according to 

the reviewers’ related experiences and verified by the analyst. 

4.4.4  Evaluation and Procedure 

I selected four subsystems from the 12 subsystems of System Sc-A. I selected two 

subsystems 1a and 2a from the four subsystems for Evaluations 1 and 2. For Evaluation 

3, from the remaining subsystems, I selected subsystem 1b with a goal similar to that of 

subsystem 1a. Similarly, I selected subsystem 2b with a goal similar to that of subsystem 

2a. 

1) Evaluation 1: Can an Analyst Define Goal-Oriented Check Items Using 

the Proposed Method? 

Evaluation 1 evaluated whether an analyst (engineer) could identify a goal tree and 

define the corresponding goal-oriented check items. Following the steps in Subsection 

4.3.2 , the analyst identified goal trees and defined goal-oriented check items for 

subsystems 1a and 2a. The analyst is a quality assurance engineer and one of the authors. 

2) Evaluation 2: Can the Proposed Method Detect CDR Defects and 

Reduce the Defect Correction Effort? 

Evaluation 2 consisted of the following evaluations:  

Evaluation 2.1: Can reviewers detect CDR defects in goal-oriented software 

design reviews? 

Evaluation 2.2: Can the proposed method reduce the estimated additional rework 

effort to correct CDR defects? 
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Evaluation 2.1 measured the number of CDR defects detected in goal-oriented 

software design reviews (grD). In addition, Evaluation 2.1 measured the number of CDR 

defects detected in subsequent testing (gtD) because overlooked CDR defects in goal-

oriented software design reviews could be detected in subsequent software testing. 

Evaluation 2.2 measured the effort to define goal-oriented check items (cH), the effort 

for goal-oriented software design reviews (grH), and the estimated additional rework 

effort (gwH) to investigate whether the proposed method required less effort than the 

standard design reviews and the subsequent testing defined by the standard process. 

Specifically, Evaluation 2.1 deemed that the proposed method was feasible if CDR 

defects were detected in goal-oriented software design reviews (grD > 0) and the number 

of CDR defects detected in subsequent testing (gtD) was sufficiently small. In 

Evaluation 2.2, if the sum of the effort to define goal-oriented check items and the effort 

for goal-oriented software design reviews was smaller than the estimated additional 

rework effort (cH + grH < gwH), the proposed method was efficient. 

Reviewers performed goal-oriented software design reviews for subsystems 1a and 

2a using the goal-oriented check items defined in Evaluation 1. The goal-oriented 

software design reviews were performed in addition to the standard design reviews. 

After the goal-oriented software design reviews, the subsequent development activities, 

including software testing, were performed according to the standard software 

development process. The analyst measured and recorded the metrics in Table 4.3 

(excluding srD). The analyst then categorized the CDR defects detected in goal-oriented 

software design reviews and the subsequent testing into defect groups corresponding to 

goal-oriented check items defined in Evaluation 1. 

3) Evaluation 3: Are CDR Defects Detected in Other Similar Subsystems? 

Evaluation 3 measured the number of CDR defects detected in the standard design 

reviews (srD) and subsequent testing (gtD) for subsystems 1b and 2b to investigate the 

applicability of the proposed method in other subsystems. Specifically, Evaluation 3 
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measured srD to investigate whether the standard design reviews detected CDR defects 

and gtD to investigate whether the standard design reviews overlooked CDR defects. 

Evaluation 3 deemed that CDR defects existed in design documents for subsystems 

1b and 2b if CDR defects were detected in the standard design reviews and/or subsequent 

testing (srD + gtD > 0). If CDR defects were present and the proposed method was 

carried out, goal-oriented software design reviews could possibly detect CDR defects. If 

CDR defects were detected in the standard design reviews and the number of detected 

CDR defects in the subsequent testing was sufficiently small (srD > 0 and srD >> gtD), 

the standard design reviews were considered to be able to detect most of CDR defects. 

If CDR defects were not detected in the standard design reviews or in subsequent testing 

(srD = gtD = 0), CDR defects were not considered to have been injected in the design 

documents. 

Reviewers performed the standard design reviews for subsystems 1b and 2b. After 

the standard design reviews, the subsequent development activities, including software 

testing, were performed according to the standard software development process. The 

analyst categorized the CDR defects detected in the standard design reviews and 

subsequent testing into defect groups corresponding to the goal-oriented check items 

defined in Evaluation 1. 

4.5   Results 

4.5.1  Results of Evaluation 1 

Figure 4.5 shows the goal tree and the goal-oriented check items which the analyst 

identified and defined. In Figure 4.5, subgoals G1 and G2 were realized by subsystems 

1a and 2a, respectively. Notably, subgoals G2.1.2 and G2.2 were not broken down 
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further because these subgoals were realized by the reused software whose reliability 

was already proven in another system in operation with the same design contexts. 

4.5.2  Results of Evaluation 2 

As shown in Table 4.4, the value of grD was six for subsystem 1a and eighteen for 

subsystem 2a. For subsystem 1a, the sum of cH and grH was 8.3 and the value of gwH 

was 42.0. The sum of cH and grH was 19.6% of the value of gwH. For subsystem 2a, 

the sum of cH and grH was 9.0 and the value of gwH was 54.0. The sum of cH and grH 

was 16.7% of the value of gwH. 

G： The system enables every terminal in the network to communicate with other terminals in the network.

G1: The communication network control system can provide communication with any terminal or repeater.

C1.1.1: Is the communication protocol version compatible with the other device?

G2: The communication network control system can minimize downtime in case of system failure.

G1.2: The communication network control system can communicate with the other device.

C1.2.1: Is the physical interface to the other device specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent?

C1.2.2: Is the logical interface to the other device specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent?

C2.1.1.1: Is the monitoring procedure specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent?

G1.1: The communication network control system can communicate using the specified protocol.

C2.1.1.2: Is the monitoring timing specified? If one or more descriptions are specified, 
are they consistent?

● G2.1.2: The communication network control system can notify the system administrator in case 
of system failure.

● G2.2: The communication network control system can recover automatically in case of system failure.

G2.1.1: The communication network control system can self-monitor the system status.

G2.1: The communication network control system can self-monitor and notify the system administrator in 
case of system failure.

Figure 4.5 The goal tree and goal-oriented check items for System Sc-A. 
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Table 4.5 shows the goal-oriented check items and the number of defects 

categorized as the defect groups which could be detected with the goal-oriented check 

items for subsystem 1a. For subsystem 1a, the reviewer detected four defects for C1.1.1 

Table 4.4 Results for Evaluation 2. 

Subsystem cH grH gwH grD gtD 

1a 1.0 7.3 42.0 6 0 

2a 1.0 8.0 54.0 18 0 

 

Table 4.5 Number of defects for goal-oriented check items for Subsystem 1a. 

 Goal-oriented check item grD gtD 

C1.1.1 Is the communication protocol version compatible 
with the other device? 

4 0 

C1.2.1 Is the physical interface to the other device 
specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent? 

0 0 

C1.2.2 Is the logical interface to the other device 
specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent? 

2 0 

 Total  6 0 

 

Table 4.6 Number of defects for goal-oriented check items for Subsystem 2a. 

 Goal-oriented check item grD gtD 

C2.1.1.1 Is the monitoring method specified? If one or 
more descriptions are specified, are they 
consistent? 

13 0 

C2.1.1.2 Is the monitoring timing specified? If one or more 
descriptions are specified, are they consistent? 

5 0 

 Total  18 0 
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and two defects for C1.2.2. No CDR defect was detected in subsequent software testing 

for subsystem 1a. 

Table 4.6 shows the goal-oriented check items and the number of defects in defect 

groups corresponding to the goal-oriented check items for subsystem 2a. For subsystem 

2a, the reviewer detected thirteen defects for C2.1.1.1 and five defects for C2.1.1.2. No 

CDR defects were detected in subsequent software testing for subsystem 2a. 

4.5.3  Results of Evaluation 3 

As shown in Table 4.7, the value of srD was two for subsystem 1b and five for subsystem 

2b. Table 4.7 also shows that the value of gtD was one for subsystem 1b and two for 

subsystem 2b. Table 4.8 shows the goal-oriented check items for subsystem 1b and the 

number of detected defects for the check items. For subsystem 1b, the reviewer detected 

two CDR defects for C1.2.1 in the standard design reviews. Subsequent testing detected 

one CDR defect for C1.1.1. 

Table 4.9 shows the goal-oriented check items for subsystem 2b and the number of 

detected defects for the check items. For subsystem 2b, the reviewer detected two CDR 

defects for C2.1.1.1 and three CDR defects for C2.1.1.2 in the standard design reviews. 

Subsequent software testing detected one CDR defect for C2.1.1.1 and one CDR defect 

for C2.1.1.2. 

Table 4.7 Results for Evaluation 3. 

Subsystem srD gtD 

1b 2 1 

2b 5 2 
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4.6   Discussion 

4.6.1  Evaluation Results 

In Evaluation 1, a quality assurance engineer defined both a goal tree and the 

corresponding goal-oriented check items without additional explanations for System Sc-

A. This indicated that the proposed method does not require a domain expert as an 

Table 4.8 Number of defects for goal-oriented check items for Subsystem 1b. 

 Goal-oriented check item srD gtD 

C1.1.1 Is the communication protocol version 
compatible with the other device? 

0 1 

C1.2.1 Is the physical interface to the other device 
specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent? 

2 0 

C1.2.2 Is the logical interface to the other device 
specified? If one or more descriptions are 
specified, are they consistent? 

0 0 

Total  2 1 

 

Table 4.9 Number of defects for goal-oriented check items for Subsystem 2b. 

 Goal-oriented check item srD gtD 

C2.1.1.1 Is the monitoring method specified? If one or 
more descriptions are specified, are they 
consistent? 

2 1 

C2.1.1.2 Is the monitoring timing specified? If one or 
more descriptions are specified, are they 
consistent? 

3 1 

 Total  5 2 
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analyst. In discussion, another engineer of the case study said, “Although the quality 

assurance engineer is not a member of the development team, the engineer could define 

the goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items. For future development, 

I suppose that engineers with software quality assurance skills can define them.” 

Evaluation 2.1 showed that the reviewers could perform goal-oriented software 

design reviews and detect CDR defects. In addition, Evaluation 2.2 showed that the 

estimated additional rework effort for the detected defects in subsequent testing was 

reduced by the defects detected in the goal-oriented software design reviews. The case 

study results showed that the CDR defects were detected by goal-oriented software 

design reviews in both subsystems 1a and 2a. In subsequent activities, including testing, 

releasing, operating, and maintenance, no CDR defect was detected. 

Evaluation 3 suggests that non-expert reviewers can detect CDR defects in goal-

oriented software design reviews. For example, in subsystem 2b, a defect was detected 

in the design review: “The definition of a port-level monitoring method for a certain 

device is omitted.” The defect could have been detected by goal-oriented check item 

C2.1.1.1: “Is the monitoring procedure specified? If one or more descriptions are 

specified, are they consistent?” Thus, even if the reviewers are not experts in the system, 

they might have noticed an omission in the definition of the monitoring procedure. 

The results of the case study suggest that the proposed method can potentially detect 

CDR defects. In the case study, CDR defects were detected with goal-oriented check 

items. An example of a detected CDR defect is “Some devices could not communicate 

with other devices because of incompatible communication protocol versions.” This 

defect was detected with the goal-oriented check item C1.1.1: “Is the communication 

protocol version compatible between the devices?” In the requirement definition activity, 

the requirement explicitly specified the communication protocol name but did not 

specify the version of the communication protocol. 
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Sharing a goal tree before goal-oriented software design reviews can reduce the 

effort for goal-oriented software design reviews. In a discussion with an engineer of the 

case study, the engineer pointed out that sharing and discussing a goal tree in advance 

facilitates understanding the corresponding goal-oriented check items and prevents 

engineers from misunderstanding the specification. He also mentioned that sharing and 

discussing a goal tree ensure that all reviewers reach a consensus on the specifications 

before starting the design reviews. 

4.6.2  Threats to Validity 

1) Internal Validity 

Defining a goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items may require 

expert-level skills and knowledge in the domain, and personnel overhead. In the case 

study, the quality assurance engineer who was responsible for the verification of System 

Sc-A defined the goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items. The 

engineer had general quality-assurance skills but did not have system-specific skills and 

knowledge and was not a member of the development team. Thus, an engineer with 

general skills and knowledge of software development and the target system can define 

a goal tree and the corresponding goal-oriented check items. In addition, the case study 

showed that the personnel overhead for the proposed method would be small. In the case 

study, the engineer took 1 hour to identify the goal tree and define the goal-oriented 

check items for each subsystem 1a and 2a. 

If the goal-oriented check items and the check items in the checklist defined in the 

standard software development process of Company Sc overlap, the effectiveness of 

goal-oriented software design reviews will be insufficient. If each goal-oriented check 

item is included in the standard checklist, reviewers can detect all CDR defects with the 

standard checklist in standard design reviews. In this case study, the standard design 

review checklist did not include any goal-oriented check items because the standard 

design review check items were more general and comprehensive; they were intended 
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for use in the development of various software in the communication network domain, 

whereas the goal-oriented check items were system-specific. 

2) External Validity 

If the target system has various goals, such as in the case of a customer relationship 

management (CRM) system or enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, the 

effectiveness of the proposed method might be limited. In this case study, the top goal 

could be easily identified and defined because the communication system had a simple 

goal tree. By contrast, the goal tree may be more complex in other systems such as CRM 

and ERP systems. However, goal-oriented requirements analysis methods are not limited 

by the types of systems. Once a goal tree has been defined, goal-oriented software design 

reviews can be performed. 

A larger number of subgoals may require a larger effort to define goal-oriented 

check items and perform goal-oriented software design reviews. An engineer who 

participated in the case study stated that the subgoals needed to be prioritized in case of 

a larger number of subgoals. Although the proposed method does not consider the 

priorities of subgoals, the proposed method can easily incorporate subgoal priority via 

decision-making methods such as an analytic hierarchy process (AHP) [110]. 

In an iterative development process including agile development process [71], [72], 

[111], [112], design and source code are updated in each iteration. Thus, CDR defects 

are potentially injected in each iteration. Although design reviews might not be explicitly 

performed in some iterative development processes, CDR defects are detected in 

activities such as architectural discussion, testing, and implementation of the test and 

product codes. The rework effort can be reduced if CDR defects are detected using the 

essence of the proposed method for architectural discussion, testing, and implementation 

of the test and product codes. For example, potential CDR defects can be identified in 

end-of-iteration reviews, one of the recommended practices for constant feedback on 

technical decisions and customer requirements in agile development process [71], [113].  
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Specifically, when a context-dependent requirement is implemented in two or more 

iterations, the implementation can be inconsistent in the iterations. The potential 

inconsistencies (potential CDR defects) in subsequent iterations can be identified in the 

end-of-iteration review of the first iteration, in which the context-dependent requirement 

is implemented. Further work is required to establish the viability of the proposed 

method to iterative development processes including agile development process. 

To generalize the results of the case study, further evaluations in other systems are 

needed. Because of the limited analysis effort, I carried out lightweight evaluations for 

other systems developed in Company Sc. The results of the lightweight evaluations 

showed that context-dependent ambiguous requirements injected CDR defects and that 

the CDR defects were overlooked in design reviews and detected in subsequent testing. 

The CDR defects include inconsistencies among the unit of distance, the notations of 

time, and the significant digits of numbers. In the lightweight evaluation, I identified the 

subgoal “The speed of the moving object can be calculated from the distance moved and 

the elapsed time.” I also defined the goal-oriented check item “Are the measurement 

methods of the distance moved and the elapsed time correct?” These results imply that 

the proposed method can be applied to other systems. 

4.7   Conclusions 

This section proposed a method to detect CDR defects by design reviews using a goal 

tree created via goal-oriented requirements analysis based on the analysis on the case 

study of the simulation control software system. CDR defects are caused by 

inconsistencies among design implementations, which are supported by the same 

requirement (the same subgoal). First, the proposed method creates a goal tree of the 

target software via goal-oriented requirements analysis. Second, the proposed method 

defines goal-oriented check items to detect inconsistencies among implementations that 
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realize the same requirement and examine whether the goal and subgoals are satisfied. 

Third, reviewers perform goal-oriented software design reviews with the goal-oriented 

check items.  

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, I conducted a case study. 

The case study evaluated whether the goal-oriented check items could detect CDR 

defects. The case study also evaluated whether the effort to create a goal tree, define the 

goal-oriented check items, and perform goal-oriented software design reviews was 

smaller than the estimated rework effort if the detected defects were overlooked in 

design review and corrected in subsequent testing. The estimated saved rework effort 

was calculated as the difference between the sum of the estimated effort for investigating, 

fixing, and regression testing and the sum of the effort for fixing defects detected in goal-

oriented software design reviews assuming that the defect was overlooked in the goal-

oriented software design review and detected in subsequent testing. The results of the 

case study showed that the proposed method detected CDR defects and that other CDR 

defects were not detected in subsequent testing. The results also showed that the 

estimated savings in additional rework effort for defects detected by the proposed 

method was larger than the sum of the effort for preparing and performing the proposed 

method. Furthermore, the case study investigated whether CDR defects were detected 

by design reviews without the proposed method and subsequent testing in other 

subsystems sharing the same goal tree of the target subsystems. The results showed that 

CDR defects were detected in the other subsystems. 
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5. Conclusions 

Software review is a visual software-artifact evaluation technique to detect anomalies, 

defects, errors, or deviations from specifications or standards; however, the software 

review cannot always provide the expected effect. This thesis focuses on two issues 

preventing software reviews from providing the expected effect. The first issue is low 

review quality. This results in that software review materials include overlooked defects 

because software reviews could not detect defects sufficiently. The second issue is 

context-dependent defects which could not be considered as defects in the review time 

and turn out to be defects in the subsequent software development activities. For example, 

some requirements are omitted or ambiguous depending on the design context, although 

these requirements would not necessarily be omitted or ambiguous when viewed as 

requirements alone. 

For the first issue (low review quality issue), this thesis proposed a new metric to 

assess whether software reviews were performed properly. Reviewers can evaluate the 

software review quality more precisely by the proposed metric in addition to the existing 

common software review metrics. Previous studies reported that reviewers asked 

questions and engaged in discussions during software reviews and that the concerns 

identified by the questions and discussions helped detect defects. Although such 

concerns about potential defects lead to finding defects, review metrics such as the 

number of defects detected do not always reflect the questions and discussions because 

concerns which are not applicable to the software review material are excluded from the 

number of defects. This thesis proposed a metric, the number of questions and 

discussions, which identifies concerns in software reviews. First, I defined an effective 

question, which identifies concerns. Then, I defined detailed software review processes 

(identifying, sharing, and recording processes), which capture how concerns identified 
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by effective questions are shared and defects are documented. I conducted a case study 

with 25 projects in industry to investigate the impact of the number of effective questions, 

which identified concerns, on the number of detected defects in subsequent testing. The 

results of a multiple regression analysis showed that the number of effective questions 

predicted the number of defects in subsequent testing at the significance level of 0.05. 

For the second issue, this thesis conducted a case study to analyze context-dependent 

defects. Specifically, I analyzed defects that required significant correction effort in a 

simulation control software system. The context-dependent defects were ambiguity 

defects injected by misunderstandings and inconsistencies among stakeholders during 

interpreting requirements and specifying design documents. The ambiguities of the 

specifications were found in the definitions of distance, time (time zone), and calculation 

accuracy. These caused non-conformance in the implementations and errors in the 

control simulation execution results. Based on the analysis, I proposed a low-effort 

defect prevention approach defining the units to avoid such ambiguities and estimated 

the expected effort reduction by the definitions in the target control simulation software 

development. The results of the evaluation indicated that the proposed approach could 

achieve 43.5% effort reduction. 

Additionally, this thesis proposed a method for detecting inconsistent 

implementations caused by context-dependent requirement omissions and ambiguities 

in design reviews. The proposed method could reduce rework efforts for such omissions 

or ambiguities in requirements caused by design context. Existing detection and analysis 

methods did not limit evaluation of software review materials to implementations of 

context-dependent design. The proposed method defines goal-oriented check items for 

design review using a goal tree obtained by goal-oriented requirements analysis. 

Reviewers use the goal-oriented check items to detect inconsistent implementations that 

realize the same requirement. This thesis also evaluated the proposed method through a 

case study. The results of the case study showed that the proposed method defined five 

goal-oriented check items and that reviewers detected 24 context-dependent defects with 
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goal-oriented check items. The results also showed that the sum of the estimated 

additional effort to define goal-oriented check items and perform design reviews with 

goal-oriented check items was 19.6 person-hours. Furthermore, the results showed that 

an engineer with general skills and knowledge of software development but without 

system-specific skills and knowledge could define a goal tree and the corresponding 

goal-oriented check items. 

Future works include (semi-)automatic categorization for review comments to 

categorize effective questions that identify concerns for the proposed metric. Sentiment 

analysis is widely used in natural language processing research [114], [115]. Recent 

studies have shown that sentiment analysis can categorize review comments from certain 

perspectives. For example, the sentiment of a comment (i.e., whether or not a comment 

is formulated in a positive or negative tone) may relate to comment usefulness [34], a 

model algorithm founded to identify review comments expressing negative sentiments 

[116], and the emotionality of the comment reflecting conventional metrics such as 

typing duration and typing speed [117]. Applying these studies to review comments may 

categorize effective questions that identify concerns. Future works also include 

increasing case studies for generalizing the results of the case study for the proposed 

method. 
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